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GAYS ELECTED TO CDC POSITIONS

The theme of the 21st California Democratic Convention was "Constitutional and Individual Rights" and delegates from the Alice B. Toklas Memorial Democratic Club joined more than 600 others at the Los Angeles Hilton the weekend of March 9, to study the issues and to determine the priorities in obtaining our goals for the coming year.

Representatives of the gay community took active and open roles in all the issues and Political and Legislative Workshops dealing with Restoring Congressional Power, Restoring Basic Rights to the people, Equal Rights, Education and Academic Freedom, Freedom of the Press, Judicial and Penal Reform, Economic Rights and Environmental Regulations. They also discussed the basics of club and election organization.

Gerry Denning of the Gay Community Alliance presented a resolution before the Penal and Judicial Reform workshop for recordation which was overwhelming approved. The Basic Rights Workshop successfully passed several pro-gay resolutions.

Jim Foster was elected Program Secretary of the C.D.C., making the gay voice heard of the Executive Board for the first time in California History. Jim is the founder of the Toklas Club, is the political chairman of S.I.G., and is most highly respected in the political arena. His election is a tribute to the gay community throughout the state.

The gay caucus was well attended by delegates and community representatives from many other parts of the state, as well as those from San Francisco.

The caucus elected Jo Daly as the State-wide Chairperson for the coming year. Reverend Jim Sand mir, post chairman, promised to support and work for the caucus, and expressed his regret that because of his activities working with the gay community in so many other areas he could not devote full time to the C.D.C. The caucus report was drafted with the full consensus of the members and was presented to the convention by Jo Daly. It reads:

"The Gay Caucus, meeting in session March 9th, 1973, has established as its first priority for the coming year the organization of new Democratic Clubs in such regional areas as possible. Through such clubs we hope to reach out and educate a new constituency for the California Democratic Council and the Democratic Party. Recognizing the obligation to do more than merely pay lip service to the support that has been shown to us at this and previous conventions, we intend to engage in aggressive recruitment of support for all the principals to which the California Democratic Council is committed.

We pledge ourselves to work in the following specific areas:

- Voter registration, vigorous support of CDC-endorsed candidates, fund raising, and precinct work.
- Recognizing that successful political action depends on a broad base, and out of compassion for our common oppressions, we intend to earnestly seek effective cooperation with other minorities. Finally, we would like to call to the attention of the convention the comprehensive law reform proposal which we have prepared and which is being submitted to the State Legislature. We welcome and encourage the opportunity to meet with all Democratic Clubs in California to explain this legislative package.

The convention was attended by the major gubernatorial candidates who will be running in the primary next June. Hospitality suites were open, giving the delegates the opportunity to meet with State political leaders, personally and discuss pertinent issues to the gay voter. A hot-seat dinner, with Willy Brown acting as master of ceremonies, and with the candidates in attendance, highlighted the convention. The candidates who agreed to appear were Secretary of State Edmund G. Brown Jr., Assembly speaker Robert Moretti, State Senator George Moscow, Representative Jerome Waldie, and Mayor Joseph Alioto.
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BERMUDA

Approximately 580 miles off the coast of North Carolina lie 21 square miles of islands known as BERMUDA. Clear water, lush foliage and pastel-colored houses is just an example of some of the island's beauty. One finds the "good life" and the personification of "gracious living." Open stretches of beaches where the sands are pink-tinted coral, ground powder-fine by the wind and the waves are easily reached by renting a motorbike. Driving is on the left hand side of the road, and a helmet is a must.

From Gibbs Hill Lighthouse to 17th Century St. George, the islands offer many spectacular views and numerous secluded beaches where a picnic lunch may be enjoyed to the utmost.

The Colony is governed by Great Britain and inhabited by friendly, charming Bermudians. The climate is semi-tropical and is at the best during June, July and August.

Unfortunately, this time of the year the hotel rates are "sky-high" and the islands are over populated with tourists. My favorite time of the year to visit was September or October at which time I had the pleasure of meeting many very interesting natives.

I had the experience of an alert when the island was hit by the fringe of one of the "girls." I will never forget the chilling of the air and waves crashing against the coast, sending spews of water in the air—definitely very romantic.

There is one semi-gay pub on the island, located in the capital Hamilton which is called The Hog Penny. I have always had a ball there and met fabulous people.

Bermuda is reached by daily flights to New York with excellent connections to the islands. Flying time to New York is five hours and two more to Bermuda.

For further information on this fantastical isle, please write me % KALENDAR or call me at 626-4900.

TRANS-ATLANTIC FARE SITUATION

It looks like the airlines and governments have finally gotten together on air fares for this coming season. Look for an extension of last year's fares with a 69.6% increase due to the dollar fluctuation, effective April 15th.

TRAVEL GROUP CHARTERS

Latest word on TGC is that bookings are way off and many cancellations of flights are occurring. It is assumed that clients cannot formulate plans 90 days in advance.

TOUR OFFERINGS

MEMORIAL DAY WEEKEND - May 25th-May 28th, Los Angeles, Tijuana and Ensenada, either by private jet or by bus from San Francisco. Visit on a private jet or by bus from San Francisco to Los Angeles and fly to Tijuana and Ensenada. Includes transportation, hotel and all sightseeing, including night-life tours. Rates from $120.00 to $135.00. Please contact me for further information.

SEPT. 7-10th, LOS ANGELES CRUISE WITH AN ALL ITALIAN CREW. Rates from $165.00. Please contact me for further information.

QUOTE: I see the airlines' honeymoon with coach lounges on jumbo jets is over, and all will be gone by September 1st. ALOHA, Perry
Dear Wayne,

I love you with all my heart. My problem is that I want some that I've been getting at home. Asthmatic, but still hungry. I want sex, not sex. One day it might be a real meal.

Dear Doubtful,

I would have it depend on which end of the fish you are. My personal preference is for the tail end, but as a professional, I do like the other end.

Dear Gift Stitches,

I won't go into the games of infatuation and the little men taken from us by death, but as a woman, you may be the shortest way to men's hearts. It's a trusty goal, and I'd love to do it.

I'm sorry that you have sex with girls who are not interested in you. We all have our faults, don't we.

If you can't laugh it off, it's too late.

Best wishes,
Wayne
BAR

1. New Bell Saloon
2. House of Harmony
3. P. C. L., Polk 1846
4. Roxy's
5. Whist Club
6. The Club
7. On The Q. T. (R)
8. Eric's Books
9. Hot House (D)
10. Goodson's Saloon
11. Toties
12. Yacht Club
13. New Era Records
14. Gramophone
15. Bob's Coffee Shop
16. Grubstake #2 (L)
17. Miz Browns
18. Waterbeds
19. Town Squire
20. London
21. O'Farrell Green
22. (D) Dancing bars
23. (R) Bars that serve food
24. (L) Open 24 Hours
25. (D14) 7 am - 3 am
26. 7 - 12:30 a.m.
27. 4:30 - 2:30 am
28. 4:00 - 2:00 am
29. 3:30 - 2:30 am
30. 3:00 - 2:30 am
31. 2:30 - 2:30 am
32. 2:00 - 2:30 am
33. 3000 California
34. 1538 Polk
35. 1570 California
36. 1750 Polk
37. 1548 Polk
38. 1356 Polk
39. 441-8413
40. 441-3500
41. 885-1114
42. 885-3272
43. 775-4152
44. 775-4152
45. 773-6820
46. 771-7900
47. 771-8461
48. 771-4152
49. 872-0340
50. 441-0900
51. 441-5981
52. 771-0546
53. 771-4221
54. 771-3996
55. 771-3996
56. 771-3996
57. 771-3996
58. 771-3996
59. 771-3996
60. 771-3996

Now, I want to tell you about another show coming up. You might think that this is just a show of old favorites but it's not. This is a show that has been planned with the idea of giving two good groups a chance to perform. The groups are Mark & Mark and The Siegel-Schwall Band. They are both quite good and I think you'll enjoy them.

On a subject a little closer to home, I want to talk about the "Blackout" that is being planned for tonight. This is a show that has been planned for quite some time and I think you'll enjoy it. It's a show that is being planned with the idea of giving two good groups a chance to perform. The groups are Mark & Mark and The Siegel-Schwall Band. They are both quite good and I think you'll enjoy them.

Now, there's a good show coming up on Friday night. It's called The Blackout. This is a show that has been planned for quite some time and I think you'll enjoy it. It's a show that is being planned with the idea of giving two good groups a chance to perform. The groups are Mark & Mark and The Siegel-Schwall Band. They are both quite good and I think you'll enjoy them.
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Miracle Mile

ROVING WITH RUSS

On February 24th with two close friends, Jack and Jack, we began our trip for the March Gay in New Orleans.

Our trip began on Highway 80 traveling with thousands taking us into San Diego, our first stop.

The evening was fun and relaxing going among many of the clubs in San Diego. A few that I may suggest are B. J. 's, The Brass Rail or perhaps The Exile. There are many good places in San Diego to hang, touring many of the clubs.

Next was Tuscon, Arizona. Saturday nights the swingers do a good business. There certainly were some busy places alone could keep one quite interested with Interstate 5 taking you to Mexico. After some shopping and sightseeing we arrived at the famous coffee house is located directly across from the Saint Louis Cathedral. People from all over the world come to Mexico, visiting many of the clubs.

Returning to San Francisco, we spent a couple of days in Phoenix, having cocktails at Diamond Laffites In Exile has got to be the friendliest and most courteous bar in the city and beautiful people.

With the weekend approaching we began to plan our trip back. Returning to San Francisco, we spent many days in Palm Springs, spending four days at The Villa we began our trip back. When In Palm Springs many homes were being sold and some interesting people were met there.

During the stay in Phoenix I was surprised to find the number of homes, a home once owned and lived in by myself. The next was Tuscon, Arizona. Saturday nights the swingers do a good business.

When in Palm Springs for the Mardi Gras in February we visited and said hello to George the manager. It looked like wall to wall sex.

Leaving Mexico around noon and going, doing and seeing is what is best ever. Is was fun with many good times.

Some of the people I ran into there were Tommy from the Landmark; Al, Noh's Ark Pet Shop; Don, The C.M.J.; and many others, The 527, Bill, Jackson's; The C.M.J., and many others, Joel from FeBe's, A good time was had by all.

We opened a few days in that beautiful town Monte, Mexico, located on the 9th street, we began to plan our trip back.

While in Nice we ran into many from Mylady Madness French House and to Buffalo One. These were fun places and some interesting people were met there. If you could manage to stay with three bodies to the bar you were family. You could stand on a golf ball and stay there, once there you could never come out.

The evening was fun and relaxing going among many of the clubs. It looked like wall to wall sex.

There were Tommy from the Landmark; Al, Noh's Ark Pet Shop; Don, The C.M.J.; and many others, The 527, Bill, Jackson's; The C.M.J., and many others, Joel from FeBe's, A good time was had by all.

I wonder if there was any profit at all. Dave, if you have suffered at home, I have been going on. I have been going on.

The auction held for Marion Clark at Folsom was one of the best ever. I guess it pays to go on.

The auction held for Marion Clark at Folsom was one of the best ever. I guess it pays to go on.

Some of those included a Harley Davidson (actually a three-wheel wooden cart) which sold for $55; dinner for 12 in your home with all the trimmings, which sold for $50; one of a kind Wooden Crystal that sold for $40. Carpent Suggs (formerly Jedee) Campbell brought in some coffee service. The Country Club will now have three coffee sets in the dining room.

Unique Grand donated away beautifully framed items which sold for the good cause.

Charles Coleman of the Mast bought Check of Big Town as a gift for Bob Ross. Bill Bailey started something special for the benefit held last month. Appearances by Joan Hart that Dave Valentine received over $200 for printing.

I am sure to see and cross Bay Bridge when in New Orleans. This world-famous coffee house is located directly across from the Saint Louis Cathedral. Some of the people I ran into there were Tommy from the Landmark; Al, Noh's Ark Pet Shop; Don, The C.M.J.; and many others, The 527, Bill, Jackson's; The C.M.J., and many others, Joel from FeBe's, A good time was had by all.
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was referred to in print as the NEW on the wallet (purse).

weeks ago, the NEON CHICKEN Day's party was a roaring success with a variety of tasty foods, the prices being most reasonable and easy to pay for. It's a good idea to call the place, the owner of happy revelers at TOAD HALL.

I wish Sally is better now than ever before. Dan Joyfully reports that the POEM is better now than ever before. It's nice to see the girls mingling with the boys at SCOTT'S PIT, getting ready for a gala party with new friends. As you know, we columnists are devine.

To BEWARE!! When and if you see him, be careful. If he gets what is due him for his bravado and wantonness, isn't it? I'm not sure what he was up to, but I wish I was one of the lucky ones who wanted peace. I wanted peace but it was too late. I wished I had been there.

Pick Up Bar

Next Week!

Album of the week: Pink Floyd's "The Dark Side of the Moon." Song of the Month: "Take A Little Time.""
pass some coffee before he passed out! Of which I have mentioned before. Is cool . . . v'vy cool . . . and a Hot Emperor! But it isn't my territory. But Marcus Lynn of which there is only one.

For Marcus, our Emperor (and shit Mike Johnson/Cbuck Katz Nelson, last Monday's A Tribute To Carol of "You're So Vain" was written by RANDY JOHNSON. I asked Leon at Grubstake I to take two damp two day old tea eye lashes to make them longer. A ray of sunshine? X Randy

And now we come to the middle class whose main involvement involves the Tenderloin bands, looking for a new pattern, we will find that a lot of white people will say to us, "What in the hell are you doing?" And you'll say, "These are usually people who enjoy the sleuth lines and the sleuth lines are usually the highest point of respectability differs greatly.

To the average Gay Citizen in the gay business community involves continual locating and defining between these two communities creates the gay culture we're trying to look at in the last edition. I would be a fool to say that discrimination gay communities does not exist. In what group of people with too much verve, death. But Altra, who was stay, and Joh, who is in line for you, to say yes sir, we're going to the Kokpit, and then to sleep at the ever popular Club Baths! Here. Come see for yourself. After all that's how you find things out, P. S. Diamonds are 4 ever!

COMPETITIVE CONSULTATION
CONFIDENTIAL - PRIVATE BROCHURES
PRESIDENT
SAN FRANCISCO ELECTROLYSIS CORPORATION
ROBERT J. JAMES, M.D.
311 BUNTER STREET
S.F. 94108
(415) 397-9055

Dwight Letchworth, R.E. (415) 421-7187

200 POST STREET (1 Block to Union Square) SAN FRANCISCO

PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL
BEARDS Permanently Edged, Thinned or Removed!
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While the head of GAY YOUTH... W and myself, is in fact, that you will know who the... parents to start in areas of high... from the Center area is a close second... or not to deal in Polk. The action... and other such killer drugs, has... TRIANGLE, and other such places... of dru...s dealt. With well-known dealers...s openly. Actually, the central contact points, with one...s in the upper area of Polk has come...n comes an increasing number of... tion of the GAY ALLIANCE, and...s are just as much a...tion for free distribution. The GAY ALLIANCE, with the...on drug abuse for free distribution. The GAY ALLIANCE has informed... The Drug Research Program of...s is preparing an extensive report on drug...s, the GAY COMMUNITY SERVICE NUMBERS...s, bars and businesses will sponsor various...s where there will be a...tice. Give them a...s. Give them a... culture? ....DOUBT IT!

The Drug Research Program of...s been in effect for many years. We invite you and...s being used by...the heavy drug dealing in the upper area of Polk has...s, with none of the findings...s in the Gayworld is largely ignored...s of Heroin dealing in a couple of...s. The problem of drug abuse with...lany organizations, bars, and businesses will sponsor various...s of the old arguments and...tives. Openly, the elite of our society will pay their...s, and the rich bitches, if ever they work together? Will they all...s...s between the rich and the poor, and the ones that they hate...s. Welcome with love, to all of you...s wishes you a...s. Give them a...s...s...

NEWSPINESS: Our retired Vice...liance in the Press, being photographed by Douglas Davis at the Golden Gate Auditorium — and...s. The Aussie Minister, is a glowing...austerity. He has urged the... for the破坏 of our...s. We invite you and...s. All of you beauties show your people! What if they go to...s in the TRITHRU. HABIT. The new...s, was a killing spree of living. All...s, are they, and those躲在 the three corners of drug dealing, with...s. Our favorite center for the evening. There were several people...s. In April there will be a brunch at our Center (donation $.50...s. And if you come with some of the findings...s, bars and business...s, and participate in the parade and in...s, and businesses will sponsor various...s...s. And yours truly, and many more. Hey, all...s, bars and businesses will sponsor various...s...

GAY PARADE MEETINGS
April 1 at 3:30 P.M. 225 Turk location of the HELPING HANDS.

Phone

GAY COMMUNITY SERVICE NUMBERS
Gay Information Line 624-2002
Police Department 557-0133
City Hall 624-2000
Medical Services 866-8255
New York City Marin, 553-1294
Old Richards 229-0923
Blackstone, SFPD 558-6202
SMI 558-6669
GAA Information Line 771-5346
Gay Community Center 747-4000
Mental Health Clinic 558-6562
Leaunark Mission Union City 824-7700
Rey, Bay Borough/GAA 558-5650
SFM 558-2280
Food Stores 594-3422
FREE MEDICAL CLINICS
Black Man's Clinic 574-0765
Women's Clinic 621-5414
Lay Bros Clinic 205-3553
Free Medical Clinics 644-6420
Women's Clinic (General Hospital) 884-4820
Women's Clinic (Parmount) 884-4820
Women's Clinic (General Hospital) 884-4820
Women's Clinic (General Hospital) 884-4820
KALANDER 626-0556
San Francisco Gay Switzerland Club, 558-2609
County of Daly City 558-5800

Cont. on page 25

by Don Scott

ON THE SCENE: Rearing with the...t's. The GAY PARADE begins, being photographed by Douglas Davis at the Golden Gate Auditorium — and...s. The Aussie Minister, is a glowing...austerity. He has urged the...s. The new...s, was a killing spree of living. All...s, are they, and those...s. In April there will be a brunch at our Center (donation $.50...s. And if you come with some of the findings...s, bars and business...s, and participate in the parade and in...s, and businesses will sponsor various...s...
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April 1 at 3:30 P.M. 225 Turk location of the HELPING HANDS. All Welcome!

PLAN: The San Francisco Tenants Guild has officially called the...s. In April there will be a brunch at our Center (donation $.50...s. And if you come with some of the findings...s, bars and business...s, and participate in the parade and in...s, and businesses will sponsor various...s...
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WEDNESDAY 
APRIL 18
BIKE/LEATHER NIGHT
BUTTON PRIZES FROM 9 PM
PRIME RIB BUFFET
HONORING CLUB PRESIDENTS
CASH PRIZES FOR RAREST BUTTONS
M.C.'S JJ VAN DYKE & MARCUS
HOSTS: REBA, EMPRESS IV & EMPEROR MARCUS I

THURSDAY 
APRIL 19
CELEBRITY NIGHT
HOSTS: EMPIRE MARCUS I and JOSE I
M.C. REBA, EMPRESS IV
PRIME RIB BUFFET
ALL ROYALTY TITLE HOLDERS &
SURPRISE CELEBRITIES

FRIDAY 
APRIL 20
OPENING PARTY &
MR. LUMBER JACK CONTEST 9 PM
PRIME RIB BUFFET
M.C. REBA, EMPRESS IV
PRIZES & SURPRISES
ELIMINATION FOR MR. LUMBERJACK
($25 TO EACH FINALIST)
(See Application Blank on next page)

SATURDAY 
APRIL 21
GAYLA GRAND OPENING
PARTY 9 PM
PRIME RIB BUFFET
M.C. THE FABULOUS MICHELLE
HOST: EMPEROR MARCUS and
HIS KNIGHTS of the COURT
FINALS & SELECTION OF
MR. LUMBERJACK-$100 CASH PRIZE
FOR WINNER AND OTHER PRIZES
plus MANY, MANY Surprises

JOIN US - BURY YOUR HACHET AT
The Wood Shed
OPEN 6am 7 Days a Week